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These Regulations, approved by the Degree Program Board on 23rd June 2023, govern the final 

exam's procedures and evaluation. 

As prescribed by the Academic Regulations of the Degree course, for both curricula, the final exam 

consists of writing an original thesis elaborated by the student with the guidance of a supervisor on 

a topic consistent with the programme's objectives in the Building Engineering and Architecture field. 

The thesis consists of a relevant theoretical and applied activity with design consistency.  

The result of this activity is a master's thesis work with original contents, demonstrating the 

candidate's autonomy, mastery of the cultural tools of Building Engineering and Architecture and 

ability to communicate. The discussion of the Master's degree thesis is public and is carried out in 

the presence of the Master's Degree Commission. 

The commitment foreseen for the Master's degree thesis must be proportionate to the number of 4 

CFU. 

The evaluation of the final exam by the Master's Degree Commission takes place as follows: 

• Applying an amplification coefficient c to the weighted average M to reward the career of 

students who have completed it in 2 or 3 academic years. The starting evaluation is 

calculated as MM = M x c, with: 

c = 1,0325 if the studies are completed within the second session of the 2nd a.y. 

(December) 

c = 1, 02 if the studies are completed within the third session of the 2nd a.y. (March) 

c = 1,0145 if the studies are completed in 3 academic years 

c = 1 if the studies are completed in more than 3 academic years 

• Adding to MM the score assigned for the final exam, with a maximum value of 4/110, including 

all approximation: final score = MM + final exam's score 

• It is possible to envisage the attribution of honours if the resulting overall score is not lower 

than 113/110 or if the resulting overall score is not lower than 110/110 and the student has a 

reasonable number of honours in the career (at least 3). 
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